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Cavity resonators are promising resources for quantum technology, while native nonlinear in-
teractions for cavities are typically too weak to provide the level of quantum control required to
deliver complex targeted operations. Here we investigate a scheme to engineer a target Hamil-
tonian for photonic cavities using ancilla qubits. By off-resonantly driving dispersively coupled
ancilla qubits, we develop an optimized approach to engineering an arbitrary photon-number de-
pendent (PND) Hamiltonian for the cavities while minimizing the operation errors. The engineered
Hamiltonian admits various applications including canceling unwanted cavity self-Kerr interactions,
creating higher-order nonlinearities for quantum simulations, and designing quantum gates resilient
to noise. Our scheme can be implemented with coupled microwave cavities and transmon qubits in
superconducting circuit systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Microwave cavity resonators are rising as a promising
platform for quantum information processing. Tremen-
dous experimental progress has been made in build-
ing high-coherence microwave photon cavities in circuit
quantum electrodynamics (cQED) platforms [1–4]. The
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space of a single resonator
enables flexible and hardware-efficient design of quantum
error correction codes [5–10] and has led to the success
in extending logical qubit lifetime [11]. Controllable cav-
ity systems can also be used to emulate the dynamics
of the classically intractable many-body quantum sys-
tems due to their rapidly-growing Hilbert space [12, 13].
Recent success in realization of boson sampling of mi-
crowave photons to emulate the optical vibrational spec-
tra of triatomic molecules [14] is an example of an early
experimental step towards this goal.

The advantages brought by the flexible Hilbert space
structure of cavity resonators are accompanied by crucial
challenges to manipulate such systems. General quantum
operations across several photon number states require
highly nonlinear interactions, which are also crucial for
many-body photonic quantum simulations. However, the
native nonlinear interactions among photons are often
weak and untunable. On the other hand, Hamiltonian
engineering utilizes controlled operations to generate tai-
lored evolution to deliver complicated tasks beyond the
capacity of native interactions, that can be applied to
quantum information processing, quantum sensing, and
quantum simulation [15–18]. Inspired by advances in
the universal control of microwave cavity modes using
an ancilla superconducting qubit [19–22], here we de-
velop a general formalism to engineer a photon-number
dependent (PND) Hamiltonian for cavities appropriate
for cQED devices.
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In Sec. II, we study the time evolution of a dispersively
coupled qubit-cavity system under off-resonant drives.
We then propose in Sec. III a general protocol to design
optimized drives that can engineer a target PND Hamil-
tonian for a single cavity, and discuss cavity dephasing
induced by the ancilla qubit decohernece in Sec. IV. We
further extend our method to include higher-order cor-
rections to the system Hamiltonian in Sec. V, and to
implement fault-tolerant gate between coupled cavities
in Sec. VI. We conclude in Sec. VII by summarizing our
results and motivating potential quantum computation
and quantum simulation applications.

II. DISPERSIVE MODEL WITH
OFF-RESONANT DRIVES

We first consider a dispersively coupled [23] qubit-
cavity system described by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ0 = ~ωaâ†â+ ~ωq |e〉 〈e| − ~χâ†â |e〉 〈e| , (1)

where ωa is the frequency of the cavity mode â, ωq is
the qubit transition frequency between qubit states |g〉
and |e〉, and χ is the dispersive coupling strength. The
effective qubit transition frequency is dependent upon the
number state of the cavity, |n〉, with resonant frequencies
ωq,n = ωq − χn. Such dispersive interaction between
superconducting qubits and microwave cavities has been
an important resource for quantum control and readout
in cQED devices [20–24].

Applying a time-dependent drive Ω(t) to the qubit,

V̂ (t) = ~Ω(t)σ̂− + ~Ω∗(t)σ̂+, (2)

and working in the number-split regime [24–26] where χ
is larger than the transition linewidth of both the qubit
and the cavity, one can drive the qubit near selective
number-dependent transition frequencies to address in-
dividual number states of the cavity (see schematic di-
agram in Fig. 1). In contrast to the recently demon-
strated scheme of imparting selective number-dependent
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arbitrary phases (SNAP) to photon Fock-states by di-
rectly exciting qubit transitions [19, 20], here we work in
the large drive detuning regime to engineer a continuous
photon-number dependent target Hamiltonian.

cavity

qubitreadout

Ω 𝑡

FIG. 1. Schematic of the cQED implementation of a coupled
qubit-cavity system, where a transmon qubit is capacitively
coupled to a 3D microwave cavity resonator. One can apply
control drives on the transmon qubit through a drive port, and
the qubit can be coupled to additional quasiplanar resonator
for readout.

A. Unitary Evolution with Abrupt Drives

We consider control drives of the form Ω(t) =∑
m∈Z Ωme

i(ωq−mχ+δm)t. Moving the total Hamiltonian

Ĥ(t) = Ĥ0 + V̂ (t) to the interaction picture with the

unitary transformation Û = exp
(
iĤ0t/~

)
, we obtain

V̂I(t) =
∑
m

∑
n

~Ωm(ei((n−m)χ+δm)t |n〉 〈n| σ̂− + H.c.).

(3)

For this periodically driven qubit-cavity system, we as-
sume a tri-partition ansatz for the evolution operator
|ψ(tf )〉I [27] ,

ÛI(tf , ti) = e−iĜI(tf )e−iĤeff,I(tf−ti)/~eiĜI(ti), (4)

where the subscript I denotes evolution in the interaction
picture.

Assuming ∀m, |Ωm| � |δm|, |χ− δm|, we use time-
dependent perturbation theory to find an effective Hamil-
tonian,

ĤI,eff =−
∑
m

∑
n

~|Ωm|2 |n〉 〈n| σ̂z
(n−m)χ+ δm

+O(V̂ 4), (5)

which governs the long time dynamics of the system
up to the initial and final kicks, ĜI(ti) and ĜI(tf )(see
Appendix B for detailed derivations). Since we are
only driving the qubit off-resonantly with ∀m, |Ωm| �
|δm|, |χ− δm|, we can assume that it stays in its ground
state. Moving back to the original frame, the effective

Hamiltonian seen by the photon while the qubit stays in
its ground state is

Ĥeff,g = ~ωaâ†â+ 〈g| ĤI,eff |g〉 = ~ωaâ†â+ ĤE . (6)

The off-resonant control drives on the ancilla qubit thus
effectively generate a photon-number dependent Hamil-
tonian ĤE =

∑
n ~En |n〉 〈n| for the cavity .

Rapidly-oscillating micromotion is predicted by the
kick operator [16, 27]. The leading order kick operator is

Ĝ
(1)
I (t) =

∑
n

∑
m

Ωm |n〉 〈n|
(
σ̂−e

i((n−m)χ+δm)t −H.c.
)

i((n−m)χ+ δm)
.

(7)

To the first order in V̂ , an initial state |n, g〉 will evolve to

|n, g〉+∑m
Ωm|n〉〈n|

(n−m)χ+δm
(e−i((n−m)χ+δm)t−1) |n, e〉 at time

t, showing an oscillating small population of the qubit ex-
cited state component |n, e〉 with a time-averaged prob-
ability pn,e =

∑
m | Ωm

(n−m)χ+δm
|2 + |∑m

Ωm
(n−m)χ+δm

|2,

where the second term is the contribution from the
initial kick at t = 0. This excited state compo-
nent can be viewed as coherent oscillations assuming
a closed qubit-cavity system. If one chooses detunings
commensurate with the dispersive coupling strength χ,
the overall micromotion vanishes at a period TM =
2π/GCD({δm′s, χ}), where GCD({δm′s, χ}) is the great-
est common divisor among all the detunings and the dis-
persive shift, and averages to zero at long-time. For quan-
tum gates implemented by PND Hamiltonian, it is essen-
tial to design drives such that TG = cTM for some c ∈ N
in order to achieve maximum gate fidelity. Alternatively,
one can relax this constraint on TG by smoothly turning
on and off the drive to remove the effect of the initial and
the final kicks.

B. Unitary Evolution with Smooth Ramping

So far we have assumed that the drive is abruptly
turned on at an initial time ti and lasts till a final time
tf . One can alternatively apply a ramping function λ(t)

such that Ĥ(t) = Ĥ0 + λ(t)V̂ (t) to smoothly turn on
(and off) the drive, which will remove the effect associ-
ated with the initial (and the final) kick operator if the
ramping time scale is much longer than 1/χ. The choice
of the ramping function λ(t) is not unique.

For mathematical simplicity, we first consider the case
of applying a sinusoidal envelope λ(t) = sin(γt) to a
short-time gate operation from t = 0 to t = TG = π/γ.
Using the time-dependent perturbation theory, we find

− i

~

∫ TG

0

sin(γt1)V̂I(t1)dt1
χ�γ−−−→ 0, (8)
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and(−i
~

)2 ∫ TG

0

dt1

∫ t1

0

dt2 sin(γt1)V̂I(t1) sin(γt2)V̂I(t2)

χ�γ−−−→
∑
m

∑
n

i|Ωm|2 |n〉 〈n|
2((n−m)χ+ δm)

σ̂zTG. (9)

In the limit χ � γ, the resulting time evolution with
this smooth sinusoidal envelope is thus equivalent to

having an effective Hamiltonian generated by V̂ (t)√
2

but

without any initial or final kick effects. To compen-
sate for the 1√

2
factor, one can implement the same gate

(by accumulating the same phase) as the abrupt version

Ĥ(t) = Ĥ0 + V̂ (t) by rescaling the ramping function

to λgate(t) =
√

2 sin(γt) or by letting the system evolve
twice as long. Note that in the abrupt version one has
to choose a gate time at which the micromotion van-
ishes, while with the sinusoidal envelope there is no such
requirement because the micromotion has already been
removed by the smooth ramping.

For long-time operation of the PND Hamiltonian en-
gineering scheme, one can design a ramp-up function
λup(t) = 0 → 1 and a ramp-down function λdown(t) =
1 → 0 at the beginning and the end of the drive. Here
we provide one example of the ramp-up and ramp-down
functions,

λup(t)

=

{
λs sin[π(t−ti)

2Ts
] ti ≤ t ≤ ti + Ts

λs−1
2 sin[π(t−ti)

2Ts
] + λs+1

2 ti + Ts ≤ t ≤ ti + 3Ts
,

(10)

λdown(t)

=

{
λs−1

2 sin[
π(tf−t)

2Ts
] + λs+1

2 tf − 3Ts ≤ t ≤ tf − Ts
λs sin[

π(tf−t)
2Ts

] tf − Ts ≤ t ≤ tf
,

(11)

and λ(t) = 1 otherwise. Here λs =
√

46−1
5 is a special

chosen value to guarantee the same accumulated phase
as the abrupt case during the ramp-up and ramp-down
periods.

III. PND HAMILTONIAN ENGINEERING FOR
A SINGLE CAVITY

Given a target Hamiltonian,

ĤT =
∑
n

~ET,n |n〉 〈n| , (12)

one may find appropriate values of Ωm and δm such that
ĤE = ĤT . The solution for Ωm and δm for a given target
Hamiltonian (with reasonable strengths ET,n � χ) is not

unique. Here we suggest a way of designing the drives as
described below.

First, we consider a finite set of possible detunings
δm
′s = {±χ/2,±χ/4}. By selecting detunings commen-

surate with χ, we can ensure that there are no suprising
near-resonant higher-order contributions and also eas-
ily determine the periodicity at which the micromotion
vanishes, TM = 8π/χ for the chosen set of δm

′s (or
TM = 4π/χ if δm

′s = {±χ/2}). Those detunings are
comparable to χ which allows the largest possible engi-
neered Hamiltonian strength. Second, we assign random
choices of drive detunings from δm

′s for each number
state and find the optimized parameters that generate the
target Hamiltonian according to Eq. (5) plus fourth-order
perturbation theory terms while minimizing

∑
n pn,e, the

summation of the average qubit excited state probabil-
ity due to micromotion. The optimized choice also mini-
mizes the decoherence induced by qubit relaxation, which
will be discussed later.

Below we present concrete examples to demonstrate
versatile applications of PND, with numerical simulation
results shown in Fig. 2 (optimized parameters displayed
in Appendix F). Assuming a dispersive shift χ/2π =
2.56 MHz appropriate for coupling between transmon
qubit and superconducting cavity resonator in cQED de-
vices [21], we are able to engineer Hamiltonian strengths
up to ET /2π ≈ 50 kHz with high precision. Even larger
strengths ET /2π ≈ 150 kHz are achievable but are sub-
ject to imperfections due to sixth- and higher-order terms
in the perturbation theory. This energy scale of the engi-
neered Hamiltonian, ET /2π ≈ 50 kHz (150 kHz), is much
larger than the cavity decoherence rate κa/2π ≈ 0.01
kHz for state-of-the-art 3D microwave cavities [28] and is
thus favorable to achieve high fidelity gates or to perform
quantum simulation.

A. Photon-Photon Interaction

One direct application for PND Hamiltonian engineer-
ing is to create tunable photon-photon nonlinear interac-
tions to emulate dynamics of quantum many-body sys-
tems with cavity photons [12, 13]. Such nonlinearities are
typically weak in native interactions. For example, one
can engineer a purely three-photon interaction for cavity
photons by setting

ĤT = Ĥ3 =
∑
n

~K3n(n− 1)(n− 2) |n〉 〈n| . (13)

B. Parity-Dependent Energy

Photon number parity serves as an error-syndrome in
various bosonic quantum error correction codes such as
cat codes and binomial codes [6, 7]. By engineering a
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Hamiltonian of the form

ĤT = ĤP =
∑
n

~P (−1)n+1 |n〉 〈n| , (14)

the cavity can distinguish photon number parity by en-
ergy, which might allow us to design error-detection or
dynamical stabilization of the code states for bosonic
quantum error correction [29].

C. Error-Transparent Z-Rotation

Continuous rotation of the encoded logical qubit
around the Z-axis can generate the whole family of
phase shift gates Rθ, including π

8 -gate and Z-gate, which
are common elements of single-qubit gates for univer-
sal quantum computing [30]. For quantum information
encoded in rotational-symmetric bosonic code that can
correct up to dn − 1 photon loss errors [9], the logical
states are

|0dn〉L ≡
∞∑
k=0

f2kdn |n = 2kdn〉 , (15)

|1dn〉L ≡
∞∑
k=0

f(2k+1)dn |n = (2k + 1)dn〉 , (16)

with code-dependent coefficients fn’s. Phase shift gates
at an angle θ for logical states can be implemented via the
cavity Kerr effect ∝ (â†â)2 for the Z-gate θ = π

2 [6, 9]

or by four-photon interaction ∝ (â†â)4 for the π
8 -gate

θ = π
4 [9].

To achieve fault-tolerant quantum computation, one
can instead design an error-transparent [31–34] Hamilto-
nian, that commutes with and is thus uninterrupted by
the photon-loss error, to perform continuous logical Z-
rotations. By engineering the same positive energy shift
~gR for |0〉L and all of its recoverable error states while
engineering an equal but opposite energy shift −~gR for
|1〉L and all of its recoverable error states, the resulting
Z-rotation is ‘transparent’ to dn − 1 photon-loss-errors.
Specifically, for cat codes or binomial codes with dn = 2,

ĤZ =

∞∑
k=0

~gR(|4k〉 〈4k|+ |4k + 3〉 〈4k + 3|

− |4k + 2〉 〈4k + 2| − |4k + 1〉 〈4k + 1|). (17)

Consider the π
8 -gate (θ = π

4 ) on the kitten code |0〉k =
1√
2
(|0〉 + |4〉), |1〉k = |2〉 [7] for example. This rotation

can be implemented by applying ĤZ for a time t = π
8gR

,

by imparting phase −π8 on |n = 0, 3, 4〉 and phase +π
8

on |n = 1, 2〉 with a SNAP gate, or by applying H4 =
~K4(â†â)4 for a time t = π

64K4
. We characterize the gate

performance in the presence of photon loss by performing
the rotation gate on 1√

2
(|0〉k + |1〉k)⊗ |g〉 over the same

gate time, followed by instantaneous single-photon-loss-
error recovery [7, 35] in Fig. 2(d). Comparing the final
fidelities, the PND gate and the SNAP gate show much
higher resilience to photon-loss-error thanH4 due to their
error-transparent structure.
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FIG. 2. Simulation of the PND Hamiltonian engineering
frequency shifts for (a) three-photon interaction, (b) parity-
dependent energy, and (c) error-transparent Z -rotation. The
target Hamiltonian (ET,n/2π) is shown in dotted lines with
open markers, the engineered Hamiltonian (En/2π) is repre-
sented by solid markers, and different colors represent differ-
ent engineered Hamiltonian strengths. (d) Fidelity of π/8-
gate as a function of the cavity relaxation rate. Dashed lines
represent the modifications due to ancilla qubit relaxation at
a rate Γq/2π = 3 kHz. Here we assume χ/2π = 2.56 MHz,
π/8-gate time TG = 16π/χ = 2TM , and a smooth PND ramp-
ing function λgate(t) =

√
2 sin(πt/TG). The PND parameters

are displayed in Appendix F.

IV. QUBIT-INDUCED DECOHERENCE

In practice, the decoherence of the qubit may in-
duce cavity dephasing during the PND process. Specifi-
cally, the qubit relaxation jump operator σ̂− at a rate
Γq � χ would cause dephasing for off-diagonal den-
sity matrix elements of the cavity number states ρn1n2

at a rate γn1n2
=

Γq
2 (pn1,e + pn2,e), while the qubit

dephasing jump operator |e〉 〈e| at a rate Γφ � χ

causes cavity dephasing at a rate γn1n2
=

Γφ
2 (pn1,e +

pn2,e−2
∑
m1

Ω∗m1

(n1−m1)χ+δm1

∑
m2

Ωm2

(n2−m2)χ+δm2
)(see Ap-

pendix C). Our choice of the optimized parameters for
minimizing the micromotion also minimizes the decoher-
ence induced by qubit relaxation, which is the dominant
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source of imperfection in typical cQED devices with a
kHz-order Γq.

Smoothly turning on the PND drive will remove the
contribution to pn,e from the initial kick and further re-
duce the cavity dephasing. In Fig. 3 we compare the
π/8-gate operation via the abrupt PND drive versus the
smooth PND drive. At the end of the gate operation,
the simulated final gate fidelity is 99.929% for the abrupt
drive and 99.934% for the smooth drive. The additional
infidelity induced by ancilla relaxation is 0.075% for the
abrupt drive and 0.055% for the smooth drive, showing a
reduction in the qubit-induced cavity dephasing by using
smooth ramping.

In contrast to the resonantly-driven SNAP gate which
has an averaged qubit-excited state probability 1

2 during
the operation, our scheme has a suppressed qubit excita-
tion and thus has a much smaller decoherence rate during
the operation. At the end of the gate operation, the over-
all qubit-induced decoherence for the PND gate scales as
ΓqΩ

2
nTG

2χ2 ≈ |φn|Γq2χ , where φn is the phase imparted on the

number state |n〉, while the qubit-induced overall deco-

herence for the SNAP gate scales as
ΓqTG

2 =
πΓq
Ω regard-

less of the phase (limited by |Ω| � χ). In Fig. 4, we study
the qubit-induced infidelity for Rθ gate implemented by
smooth PND drive. The qubit-induced gate infidelity is
proportional to the rotation angle θ (and thus the to-
tal phase) while relatively independent of the gate time
while θ is fixed, as predicted.

The SNAP and PND schemes complement each other
for photon-number dependent operations. The SNAP
gate is ideal for one-shot operation to impart large
phases. On the other hand, the PND Hamiltonian en-
gineering scheme is better suited for quantum simula-
tion, continuous operation, and quantum gate with small
phases. In Fig. 2(d) we show the π

8 -gate fidelity modi-
fied by a lossy qubit in dashed lines. The off-resonantly
driven PND gate accumulates much less decoherence
(qubit-induced infidelity=0.055%) than the SNAP gate
(qubit-induced infidelity=0.91%), assuming no cavity re-
laxation. Since the qubit-induced decoherence for the
PND gate is proportional to the imparted phase, the
maximal qubit-induced PND Rθ gate infidelity is 0.44%
for θ = 2π, which suggests that the PND scheme shall
outperform the SNAP scheme (with the given gate time)
for arbitrary error-transparent Rθ gate.

V. PND HAMILTONIAN ENGINEERING FOR
A SINGLE CAVITY WITH KERR

So far we have been working with the dispersive model
of the qubit-cavity coupling. In reality, the underlying
microscopic model of coupled qubit-cavity system also
predicts higher-order coupling terms [36, 37]. Now con-
sider a generalized model with photon self-Kerr K and
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FIG. 3. Fidelity during the π/8-gate operation by (a)
abruptly turning on the PND drive with λabrupt(t) = 1
and (b) smoothly turning on and off the PND drive with
λgate(t) =

√
2 sin(πt/TG). The simulated fidelity between the

states evolved by the PND drive and the states evolved by the
target Hamiltonian HZ as a function of time is shown in blue
(without ancilla qubit relaxation) and red (with ancilla qubit
relaxation) curves. The ramping function λ(t) in presented as
the filled orange curve. Here we use the parameters in table V
and assume Γq/2π = 3 kHz and TG = 16π/χ = 3.125 µs. The
initial state is 1√

2
(|0〉k + |1〉k)⊗ |g〉.
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FIG. 4. Qubit-induced infidelity of the PND Rθ gate. (a)
Qubit-induced infidelity as a function of the rotation angle θ,
with fixed PND drive parameters χ0, {Ω0}, {δ0} and with a
θ-dependent gate time TG = (4θ/π)T ∗G. (b) Qubit-induced
infidelity as a function of the gate time TG, with fixed param-
eters θ = π/4, χ0, {δ0}, and with TG-dependent drive am-

plitudes {Ω} = {Ω0

√
T ∗G/TG}. Here χ0, {Ω0}, and {δ0} are

the parameters in table V. We assume Γq/2π = Γφ/2π = 3
kHz, and T ∗G = 16π/χ = 3.125 µs. The initial state is
1√
2
(|0〉k + |1〉k)⊗ |g〉, and we assume a smooth ramping func-

tion λgate(t) =
√

2 sin(πt/TG) for the drive.

second-order dispersive shift χ′, the Hamiltonian reads

Ĥ0 = ~ωaâ†â+ ~ωq |e〉 〈e| − ~χâ†â |e〉 〈e| − ~K
2
â†â†ââ

+
~χ′

2
â†â†ââ |e〉 〈e| . (18)
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Adding control drives Ω(t) =
∑
m Ωme

i(ωq−mχ+δm) and
assuming ∀m, |Ωm| � |δm|, one can again use time-
dependent perturbation theory to find an effective Hamil-
tonian similar to Eq. (5) but with every nχ replaced by
nχ−χ′n(n−1)/2 due to the second-order dispersive shift
(see Appendix D).

The effective Hamiltonian seen by the photon while the
qubit stays in its ground state is

Heff,g = ~ωaâ†â−
~K
2
â†â†ââ+ 〈g|HI,eff |g〉 . (19)

The self-Kerr effect is the leading order correction to cav-
ity resonators that can cause unwanted rotations and (in
the presence of photon loss can) introduce extra decoher-
ence. We can apply this Kerr-corrected Hamiltonian en-
gineering scheme to cancel the cavity self-Kerr by choos-
ing

∑
n ~ET,n |n〉 〈n| = ~K

2 â†â†ââ, or to engineer a target
Hamiltonian while canceling Kerr. Numerical simulation
of PND Kerr cancellation is presented in Fig. 5. Taking
χ/2π = 2 MHz and K/2π = 3 kHz appropriate for cQED
devices [21] and assuming no photon loss, one can pre-
serve a cat state with close to unit fidelity for t = 20µs
and 99.2 % fidelity for t = 100µs with PND Kerr cancel-
lation (see Appendix D).
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FIG. 5. Simulated evolution of the cavity cat state 1√
2
(|αc〉+

|−αc〉), an even superposition of coherent states with opposite
phases. (a) Wigner function snapshots and the fidelity F of
the cat state evolving under the cavity self-Kerr. (b) Wigner
function snapshots and the fidelity F of the cat state with
PND Kerr cancellation. (c) Cat state fidelity as a function of
time under PND Kerr cancellation, showing a clear signature
of the micromotion. Here we use parameters in table VII and
assume αc =

√
2, cavityf photon number Ncut = 6, χ/2π = 2

MHz, and TM = 2 µs.

VI. PND HAMILTONIAN ENGINEERING FOR
COUPLED CAVITIES

Here we further generalize our PND scheme to the case
of coupled cavities. Specifically, we consider two cavity

modes â and b̂ dispersively coupled to their own ancilla
qubits σ̂a, σ̂b and to another joint qubit σ̂c with a dis-
persive shift χc (see Fig. 6), assumed to be equal for both
modes [33],

Ĥ0 = ~ωaâ†â+ ~ωq,a |ea〉 〈ea| − ~χaâ†â |ea〉 〈ea|
+ ~ωbb̂†b̂+ ~ωq,b |eb〉 〈eb| − ~χbb̂†b̂ |eb〉 〈eb|
+ ~ωq,c |ec〉 〈ec| − ~χc(â†â+ b̂†b̂) |ec〉 〈ec| , (20)

where ωa/b are the frequencies of the cavities, ωq,a/b/c
are the qubit transition frequencies between

∣∣ga/b/c〉 and∣∣ea/b/c〉, and χa/b/c are the dispersive coupling strengths.
One can drive the coupled qubit σ̂c to control cav-
ity states dependent on na + nb and drive qubits σ̂a

and σ̂b to control cavity states dependent on na and
nb respectively. Altogether, one can engineer a two-
cavity Hamiltonian ĤE =

∑
na,nb

~Enanb |nanb〉 〈nanb| =∑
na,nb

~(Ec,na+nb+Ea,na+Eb,nb) |nanb〉 〈nanb| (see Ap-

pendix E).

cavity-a cavity-b

qubit-a qubit-b

qubit-c

readout-c

readout-breadout-a

Ω! 𝑡 Ω" 𝑡

Ω# 𝑡

FIG. 6. Schematic of the cQED implementation of two cavi-
ties coupled to three ancilla qubits [22]. Two 3D microwave
cavity resonators, cavity-a and cavity-b, are capacitively cou-
pled to two transmon qubits, qubit-a and qubit-b, respec-
tively. Another Y-shape transmon qubit, qubit-c, is capavi-
tively coupled to both cavity-a and cavity-b. Three trans-
mon qubits can be controlled independently through individ-
ual drive ports, and they can be coupled to separate readout
quasiplanar resonators.

We can apply this generalized PND scheme to imple-
ment controlled-Z-rotations for realizing controlled-phase
gates CPHASE(θ), which is one class of essential two-
qubit entangling gates for universal quantum computing.
For bosonic-encoded qubits, the CPHASE gate has been
demonstrated fairly recently, though in a protocol sus-
ceptible to photon loss during the gate operation [38].
Here we present an error-transparent operation [31, 32]
of controlled-Z-rotation by PND which is tolerant against
photon loss in the cavities.
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We design an error-transparent Hamiltonian ĤcR for
CPHASE(θ) such that within a total number distance
dn = min(dna , dnb), |1a1b〉L and its error states have the
same negative energy shift ~gcR,

ĤcR = −~gcR
∞∑
k=0

dn−1∑
la=0

|(2k + 1)dna − la〉 〈(2k + 1)dna − la|a

⊗
dn−1−la∑
lb=0

|(2k + 1)dnb − lb〉 〈(2k + 1)dnb − lb|b ,

(21)

up to residual energy shifts on error states with total
photon loss number exceeding dn − 1. The targeted en-
ergy shifts to implement ĤcR for dn = dna = dnb = 2
and the numerically simulated engineered energy shifts
by the generalized PND are shown in Fig. 7(a). The
simulated fidelity of a CPHASE(π/8) gate starting from
the kitten-code encoded state 1

2 (|0a〉k + |1a〉k)⊗ (|0b〉k +
|1b〉k)⊗|gagbgc〉, followed by instantaneous single-photon-
loss recovery in both cavities, is larger than 99.8% even
in the presence of the relaxation of all three ancilla qubits
(Fig. 7(b)).
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FIG. 7. (a) Simulated engineered energy shifts for error-
transparent controlled-rotation as a function of the pho-
ton numbers of coupled cavities. (b) Fidelity of PND
CPHASE(π/8) gate as a function of the total cavity relaxation
rate. The dashed line represents the modifications due to an-
cilla qubit relaxation at a rate Γqa/2π = Γqb/2π = Γqc/2π = 3
kHz. Here we use parameters in table IX, X, and XI with the
CPHASE(π/8) gate time TG = 16π/χ = 2TM , and assume
that the two cavities have the same relaxation rate.

VII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In conclusion, we have developed a toolbox for photon-
number dependent Hamiltonian engineering by off-
resonantly driving ancilla qubit(s). We provide a general
formalism to design and optimize the control drives for
engineering arbitrary single-cavity target Hamiltonian
and performing quantum gates, with examples include
three-photon interaction, parity-dependent energy, error-
transparent Z-rotation for rotation-symmetric bosonic
qubits, and cavity self-Kerr cancellation. We can also

generalize this scheme to implement error-transparent
controlled-rotation between two cavities. The flexible
and thus highly nonlinear engineered Hamiltonian for
photons admits versatile applications for quantum simu-
lation and quantum information processing. Our scheme
can be implemented with dispersively coupled microwave
cavities and transmon qubits in the cQED platform. Re-
cent demonstration of the strong dispersive regime in a
surface acoustic wave resonator [39, 40] indicates oppor-
tunities for phonon-number dependent operations as well.

Looking forward, exploring fault-tolerant ap-
proaches such as qubit-error-transparent [33] or
path-independent [41, 42] gates may further reduce the
decoherence induced by the ancilla qubit. Robust and
continuous control of cavities can assist quantum sensing
and realize universal fault-tolerant quantum gates with
potential compatibility with autonomous quantum
error correction [29, 34, 35, 43]. For future prospects
of many-body quantum simulation with photons [12],
applying our scheme to create local interactions in
coupled cavities can offer opportunities for studying
exotic phenomena of extended Bose-Hubbard model
with three- or more-body interactions [44].
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Appendix A: Physical Implementation of the
Dispersive Hamiltonian

In this appendix section we briefly describe a realistic
physical implementation of a dispersively coupled qubit-
cavity system Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), via cQED [23]. Con-
sider a superconducting qubit coupled to a microwave
cavity described by a Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian

ĤJC = ~ωa,0â†â+ ~ωq,0 |e〉 〈e|+ ~g(âσ̂+ + â†σ̂−). (A1)

Working in the large detuning regime such that |∆| ≡
|ωa,0 − ωq,0| � |g|, one can apply unitary transformation

ÛD = exp
[
− g

∆ (âσ̂+ − â†σ̂−)
]

to find the perturbative
expansion of the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian to the
leading order of g/∆ as

Ĥ ′ =ÛDĤJCÛ
†
D

=~
(
ωa,0 +

g2

∆

)
â†â+ ~

(
ωq,0 −

g2

∆

)
|e〉 〈e|

− ~χâ†â |e〉 〈e|+O(
g2

∆2
)

≈~ωaâ†â+ ~ωq |e〉 〈e| − ~χâ†â |e〉 〈e| = Ĥ0, (A2)
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where ωa = ωa,0 + g2

∆ , ωq = ωq,0 − g2

∆ , and χ = 2g2

∆ .
We arrive at the dispersive Hamiltonian, which has been
extensively explored and utilized in cQED platforms as a
key interaction for control and measurement [20–24]. An
example schematic of a transmon superconducting qubit
coupled to a 3D microwave cavity is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Appendix B: Evolution of the Driven Dispersive
Model

Here we calculate the perturbative expansion of the
unitary evolution operator for an off-resonantly driven,
dispersively coupled qubit-oscillator system described by
the Hamiltonian

Ĥ(t) =~ωaâ†â+ ~ωq |e〉 〈e| − ~χâ†â |e〉 〈e|+ V̂ (t)

≡Ĥ0 + V̂ (t), (B1)

where V̂ (t) = ~Ω(t)σ̂− + ~Ω∗(t)σ̂+ with Ω(t) =∑
m Ωme

i(ωq−mχ+δm)t. We assume a tri-partition ansatz

for the evolution operator ÛS(tf , ti) such that |ψ(tf )〉 ≡
ÛS(tf , ti) |ψ(ti)〉 for an initial state |ψ(ti)〉 and a final
state |ψ(tf )〉 [27] ,

ÛS(tf , ti) = e−iĜ(tf )e−iĤeff (tf−ti)/~eiĜ(ti), (B2)

where the evolution is separated into a time-independent
effective Hamiltonian Ĥeff governing the long-time dy-
namics, as well as initial and final kicks, Ĝ(ti) and Ĝ(tf ).
The subscript S denotes evolution in the Schrödinger pic-
ture.

Moving to the interaction picture with the unitary

transformation Û = exp
(
iĤ0t/~

)
, we are left with the

term

V̂I(t) =ÛĤÛ† − i~Û ˙̂
U†

=
∑
m

∑
n

~(Ωme
i((n−m)χ+δm)t |n〉 〈n| σ̂− +H.c.).

(B3)

Here the subscript I denotes operators in the interac-

tion picture, ÔI(t) = eiĤ0t/~Ô(t)e−iĤ0t/~. The evolution
operator in the interaction picture is connected to the

schrödinger picture one by

ÛI(tf , ti) = eiĤ0tf/~e−iĜ(tf )e−iĤeff (tf−ti)/~eiĜ(ti)e−iĤ0ti/~

= e−iĜI(tf )e−i(Ĥeff−Ĥ0)(tf−ti)/~eiĜI(ti). (B4)

Assuming |Ωm| � |δm|, |χ− δm|, we can use time-

dependent perturbation theory to calculate ÛI(tf , ti) in

powers of V̂I and find the perturbative expansion of Ĥeff

and ĜI(t) such that Ĥeff = Ĥ
(0)
eff + Ĥ

(1)
eff + Ĥ

(2)
eff + · · · and

ĜI(t) = Ĝ
(0)
I (t) + Ĝ

(1)
I (t) + Ĝ

(2)
I (t) + · · · .

Specifically,

ÛI(tf , ti) =1− i

~

∫ tf

ti

V̂I(t1)dt1

+

(−i
~

)2 ∫ tf

ti

dt1

∫ t1

ti

dt2V̂I(t1)V̂I(t2) + · · · .
(B5)

The zeroth order terms are Ĝ
(0)
I (t) = 0 and Ĥ

(0)
eff − Ĥ0 =

0. Expanding to O(V̂ ),∫ tf

ti

V̂I(t1)dt1
~

= Ĝ
(1)
I (tf ) +

Ĥ
(1)
eff (tf − ti)

~
− Ĝ(1)

I (ti).

(B6)

Since

〈n, g|
∫ tf

ti

V̂I(t1)dt1
~

|n, g〉 = 〈n, e|
∫ tf

ti

V̂I(t1)dt1
~

|n, e〉 = 0,

(B7)

and

〈n, g|
∫ tf

ti

V̂I(t1)dt1
~

|n, e〉

=
∑
m

Ωme
i((n−m)χ+δm)tf − Ωme

i((n−m)χ+δm)ti

i((n−m)χ+ δm)
, (B8)

we have

Ĥ
(1)
eff = 0, (B9)

Ĝ
(1)
I (t) =

∑
m

∑
n

|n〉 〈n|Ωmσ̂−ei((n−m)χ+δm)t

i((n−m)χ+ δm)
+H.c..

(B10)

Expanding to O(V̂ 2),
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(−i
~

)2 ∫ tf

ti

dt1

∫ t1

ti

dt2V̂I(t1)V̂I(t2) = −iĜ(2)
I (tf )− i

~
Ĥ

(2)
eff (tf − ti) + iĜ

(2)
I (ti) +

1

2

(
−iĤ(1)

eff (tf − ti)
~

)2

+
1

~
Ĥ

(1)
eff (tf − ti)Ĝ(1)

I (ti)−
1

~
Ĝ

(1)
I (tf )Ĥ

(1)
eff (tf − ti) + Ĝ

(1)
I (tf )Ĝ

(1)
I (ti)−

Ĝ
(1)
I (ti)

2

2
− Ĝ

(1)
I (tf )2

2
. (B11)

We find

Ĥ
(2)
eff = −

∑
m

∑
n

~|Ωm|2 |n〉 〈n|
(n−m)χ+ δm

σ̂z, (B12)

Ĝ
(2)
I (t) = −

∑
m1

∑
m2 6=m1

∑
n

Ωm1Ω∗m2
ei(δm1

−δm2
−(m1−m2)χ)t − Ω∗m1

Ωm2e
−i(δm1

−δm2
−(m1−m2)χ)t

2i((n−m1)χ+ δm1
)(δm1

− δm2
− (m1 −m2)χ)

|n〉 〈n| σ̂z. (B13)

The third- and fourth-order terms of the effective Hamiltonian are

Ĥ
(3)
eff = 0, (B14)

Ĥ
(4)
eff =

∑
m1

∑
m2

∑
n

~|Ωm1
|2|Ωm2

|2 |n〉 〈n| σ̂z
((n−m1)χ+ δm1)((n−m2)χ+ δm2)2

−
∑
m1

∑
m2 6=m1

∑
n

~|Ωm1
|2|Ωm2

|2 |n〉 〈n| σ̂z
((n−m1)χ+ δm1

)2(δm1
− δm2

− (m1 −m2)χ)

+
∑

m1,m2,m3,m4

∑
n

~Ωm1
Ω∗m2

Ωm3
Ω∗m4

|n〉 〈n| σ̂z
((n−m4)χ+ δm4)(δm1 − δm2 − (m1 −m2)χ)((n−m1)χ+ δm1)

, (B15)

where the last term satisfies the condition δm1
−m1χ+δm3

−m3χ = δm2
−m2χ+δm4

−m4χ, and m1 6= m2 6= m3 6= m4

or m1 = m3 6= m2 6= m4 or m2 = m4 6= m1 6= m3.

Consider special cases that all δm
′s are commensurate

with χ, this problem reduces to a Floquet Hamiltonian
with a single icity, and one can calculate the Floquet ef-
fective Hamiltonian and the kick operator [16] and obtain
identical results.

Appendix C: Evolution with Qubit-Induced
Dephasing

Here we consider how errors in the ancilla qubit prop-
agates to the cavity mode under off-resonant drives. The
ancilla errors are described by the qubit relaxation jump
operator

√
Γqσ̂− and the qubit dephasing jump opera-

tor
√

Γφ |e〉 〈e| in the time-dependent Lindblad master
equation

∂tρtot(t) = − i
~

[H(t), ρtot(t)] +D(ρtot(t)), (C1)

where ρtot is the total density matrix of the coupled
qubit-oscillator system, and

D(ρ(t)) =
∑
k

[
Jkρ(t)J†k −

1

2
J†kJkρ(t)− ρ(t)

1

2
J†kJk

]
,

{Jk} = {
√

Γqσ̂−,
√

Γφ |e〉 〈e| ,
√
κaâ}. (C2)

Here κa represents the relaxation rate of the cavity.

Moving to the interaction picture, σ̂− becomes
σ̂−I(t) =

∑
n |n〉 〈n| e−i(ωq−nχ)tσ̂− while |e〉 〈e| stays the

same. Under the rotating wave approximation, when
Γq � |χ| such that qubit decay will release a photon-
number dependent energy ~(ωq − nχ), we treat the re-
laxation jump operator as a set of independent jump op-
erators in the cavity number state manifold,

∂tρtot,I(t) = − i
~

[VI(t), ρtot,I(t)] +DI(ρtot,I(t)), (C3)
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DI(ρ(t)) =
∑
k

[
Jk,Iρ(t)J†k,I −

1

2
J†k,IJk,Iρ(t)

−ρ(t)
1

2
J†k,IJk,I

]
,

{Jk,I} = {
√

Γφ |e〉 〈e| ,
√

Γqσ̂− |n〉 〈n| |∀n,
√
κaâ}.

(C4)

We now assume again a tri-partition ansatz for the
evolution superoperator Λtf ,ti , ρI(tf ) ≡ Λtf ,tiρI(ti),

Λtf ,ti = e−Φtf eL̃(tf−ti)eΦti , (C5)

such that there is a time-independent Liouvillian L̃ and
a kick superoperator Φt that absorbs the time depen-
dence. For Γφ,Γq, |Ωm| � |δm|, |χ− δm| and δm ∼ O(χ),

one can expand L̃ and Φt in perturbative orders of
O(Ωm,Γφ,Γq).

We find the time-independent evolution superoperator
as L̃ ≈ L̃(1) + L̃(2) + L̃(3) with

L̃(1)(·) = DI(·), (C6)

L̃(2)(·) = − i
~

[
Ĥ

(2)
eff , ·

]
, (C7)

L̃(3)(·) =
1

2

∑
n

∑
m

([[S−,DI ],S+] + [[S+,DI ],S−]) (·)
((n−m)χ+ δm)2

,

(C8)

where S−(·) =
[
|n〉 〈n|Ωmσ̂−ei((n−m)χ+δm)t, ·

]
, S+(·) =[

|n〉 〈n|Ω∗mσ̂+e
−i((n−m)χ+δm)t, ·

]
, and the kick superop-

erator as Φt ≈ Φ
(1)
t + Φ

(2)
t with

Φ
(1)
t (·) =

[
iĜ

(1)
I (t), ·

]
, (C9)

Φ
(2)
t (·) =

[
iĜ

(2)
I (t), ·

]
−
∑
n

∑
m

[S+ + S−,DI ](·)
((n−m)χ+ δm)2

.

(C10)

Choosing δm
′s commensurate with χ such that all the

time-dependent terms have a common period TM , then
for tf = ti + cTM for some integer c, ρI(ti + cTM ) =

e−Φti eL̃cTM eΦti = eLF (ti)cTM for an Floquet generator
LF (ti) = e−Φti L̃eΦti [45, 46]. Taking ti = 0 and tracing
over the ancilla qubit degree of freedom assuming ρgg = 1
and ρee = ρge = ρeg = 0, the cavity density matrix in the
interaction picture ρc,I follows a Floquet effective master
equation

∂tρc,I(t) ≈− i
[∑
m

∑
n

|Ωm|2 |n〉 〈n|
(n−m)χ+ δm

, ρc,I(t)

]
+Dc,I(ρc,I(t)), (C11)

with jump operators

{Jc,k,I} = {
√

ΓφΩ∗m |n〉 〈n|
(n−m)χ+ δm

,

√
ΓqΩ

∗
m |n〉 〈n|

(n−m)χ+ δm
|∀n,m}

∪ {
∑
n

∑
m

√
ΓφΩ∗m |n〉 〈n|

(n−m)χ+ δm
} ∪ {

∑
m

√
ΓqΩ

∗
m |n〉 〈n|

(n−m)χ+ δm
|∀n}.

(C12)
The jump operators cause dephasing for off-diagonal den-
sity matrix elements of the cavity number states ρn1n2

at
a rate

γn1n2
=

Γφ + Γq
2

(pn1,e + pn2,e)

− Γφ
∑
m1

Ω∗m1

(n1 −m1)χ+ δm1

∑
m2

Ωm2

(n2 −m2)χ+ δm2

,

(C13)

where pn,e ≡
∑
m | Ωm

(n−m)χ+δm
|2 + |∑m

Ωm
(n−m)χ+δm

|2 is

the time-averaged probability of the qubit excited state

component |n, e〉 due to Ĝ
(1)
I (t). The second term in pn,e,

|∑m
Ωm

(n−m)χ+δm
|2, is the contribution from the initial

kick. Smoothly ramping up the drive can thus reduce
the qubit-induced dephasing by removing the effect of
the kick.

Appendix D: Microscopic Model and Kerr
Corrections

We now revisit the microscopic model of a resonator

mode â coupled to another bosonic mode d̂ with anhar-
monicity α. Specifically,

Ĥ = ~ωa,0â†â+ ~ωq,0d̂†d̂−
~α
2
d̂†d̂†d̂d̂+ ~g(â†d̂+ d̂†â).

(D1)

For a small coupling g, one can use perturbation theory
to estimate the frequency shifts as a function of photon
number in the resonator na and the anharmonic mode
nd. Expanding up to the order of g4 and keeping only
nd = 0, 1 (states |g〉, |e〉), the generic Hamiltonian of the
coupled system reads
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Ĥ =~
(
ωa,0 +

g2

∆
− g4

∆3

)
â†â+ ~

(
ωq,0 −

g2

∆
+
g4

∆3

)
d̂†d̂− 2~g2α

∆(∆ + α)
â†âd̂†d̂− ~g4α

∆3(α+ 2∆)
â†â†ââ

+
4~g4α(α2 + 2α∆ + 2∆2)

∆3(∆ + α)3
â†âd̂†d̂+

~g42α2(3α3 + 11α2∆ + 15α∆2 + 9∆3)

∆3(α+ ∆)3(α+ 2∆)(3α+ 2∆)
â†â†ââd̂†d̂+O(g6). (D2)

Here ∆ = ωa − ωq.
We can reorganize this Hamiltonian in a form by iden-

tifying d̂†d̂ as |e〉 〈e|,

Ĥ =~ωaâ†â+ ~ωq |e〉 〈e| − ~χâ†â |e〉 〈e| − ~K
2
â†â†ââ

+
~χ′

2
â†â†ââ |e〉 〈e| , (D3)

where ωa = ωa,0 + g2

∆ −
g4

∆3 , ωq = ωq,0 − g2

∆ + g4

∆3 , χ =
2g2α

∆(∆+α) −
4g4α(α2+2α∆+2∆2)

∆3(∆+α)3 , K = 2g4α
∆3(α+2∆) , and χ′ =

g44α2(3α3+11α2∆+15α∆2+9∆3)
∆3(α+∆)3(α+2∆)(3α+2∆) .

Consider an off-resonantly driven coupled system with
the photon self-Kerr K and the second-order dispersive
shift χ′,

Ĥ(t) =~ωaâ†â+ ~ωq |e〉 〈e| − ~χâ†â |e〉 〈e| − ~K
2
â†â†ââ

+
~χ′

2
â†â†ââ |e〉 〈e|+ ~Ω(t)σ̂− + ~Ω∗(t)σ̂+

≡Ĥ0 + ĤK + ~Ω(t)σ̂− + ~Ω∗(t)σ̂+,

here Ω(t) =
∑
m Ωme

i(ωq−mχ+δm)t.
We again assume a tri-partition ansatz for the time-

evolution operator,

ÛS(tf , ti) = e−iĜ(tf )e−iĤeff (tf−ti)/~eiĜ(ti). (D4)

Moving to the interaction picture with the unitary trans-

formation Û = exp
(
i(Ĥ0 + ĤK)t/~

)
, we are left with

the drive term

V̂I(t) =
∑
m

∑
n

~Ωme
i((n−m)χ+δm−χ′n(n−1)/2)t |n〉 〈n| σ̂−

+H.c.. (D5)

We can again use the time-dependent perturbation the-
ory to calculate ÛI(tf , ti) in powers of V̂I and find the

perturbative expansions Ĥeff = Ĥ
(0)
eff + Ĥ

(1)
eff + Ĥ

(2)
eff + · · ·

and ĜI(t) = Ĝ
(0)
I (t) + Ĝ

(1)
I (t) + Ĝ

(2)
I (t) + · · · , with

additional contributions from the Kerr term ĤK =
~K
2 â†â†ââ+ ~χ′

2 â†â†ââ |e〉 〈e|.

The zeroth order terms are Ĝ
(0)
I (t) = 0 and Ĥ

(0)
eff −

Ĥ0 = 0. We find

Ĥ
(1)
eff = 0, (D6)

Ĝ
(1)
I (t) =

∑
m

∑
n

Ωm |n〉 〈n| σ̂−ei((n−m)χ−χ′n(n−1)/2+δm)t

i((n−m)χ− χ′n(n− 1)/2 + δm)

+H.c., (D7)

Ĥ
(2)
eff = −

∑
m

∑
n

~|Ωm|2 |n〉 〈n|
(n−m)χ− χ′n(n− 1)/2 + δm

σ̂z, (D8)

Ĝ
(2)
I = −

∑
m1

∑
m2 6=m1

∑
n

Ωm1Ω∗m2
|n〉 〈n| σ̂zei(δm1

−δm2
−(m1−m2)χ)t

2i((n−m1)χ− χ′n(n− 1)/2 + δm1
)(δm1

− δm2
− (m1 −m2)χ)

+H.c. (D9)

The third- and fourth-order terms of the effective Hamiltonian are

Ĥ
(3)
eff = 0, (D10)

Ĥ
(4)
eff =

∑
m1

∑
m2

∑
n

~|Ωm1
|2|Ωm2

|2 |n〉 〈n| σ̂z
((n−m1)χ+ δm1

− χ′n(n− 1)/2)((n−m2)χ− χ′n(n− 1) + δm2
)2

−
∑
m1

∑
m2 6=m1

∑
n

~|Ωm1
|2|Ωm2

|2 |n〉 〈n| σ̂z
((n−m1)χ− χ′n(n− 1)/2 + δm1

)2(δm1
− δm2

− (m1 −m2)χ)

+

∑
m1,m2,m3,m4

∑
n ~Ωm1

Ω∗m2
Ωm3

Ω∗m4
|n〉 〈n| σ̂z

((n−m4)χ− χ′n(n− 1)/2 + δm4
)(δm1

− δm2
− (m1 −m2)χ)((n−m1)χ− χ′n(n− 1)/2 + δm1

)
, (D11)
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where the last term satisfies the condition δm1
−m1χ+δm3

−m3χ = δm2
−m2χ+δm4

−m4χ, and m1 6= m2 6= m3 6= m4

or m1 = m3 6= m2 6= m4 or m2 = m4 6= m1 6= m3.

Additional simulations of the cat state evolution un-
der PND Kerr cancellation is shown in Fig. 8 and 9. We
assume the system starts with an even cavity cat state
1√
2
(|αc〉+ |−αc〉) and the qubit in its ground state then

simulate the state evolution in the rotating frame with
Û = exp

(
i(ωaâ

†â+ ωq |e〉 〈e|)t
)
. With PND Kerr can-

cellation and assuming no photon loss, the cat state is
preserved at a high fidelity ≈ 99.2% even after a long

time t = 100 µs. In Fig. 10 and 11 we study the mi-
cromotion and the qubit-induced infidelity for PND Kerr
cancellation. We find that the amplitude of the micromo-
tion and the qubit-induced infidelity both scale as Ω2/χ2

as predicted. Note that we use Kerr cancellation with
χ′ = 2K as a special case such that both the cavity self-
Kerr and the second-order dispersive shift are cancelled
by the engineered Hamiltonian and thus there is a perfect
micromotion period TM unperturbed by the total energy.
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FIG. 8. Wigner function snap shots and cat fidelity F under (a) cavity self-Kerr, (b) PND Kerr cancellation, (c) PND Kerr
cancellation with a lossy ancilla qubit, and (d) PND Kerr cancellation with a lossy cavity. Here we assume abrupt PND drive
with parameters in table VII, and assume a qubit relaxation rate Γq/2π = 3 kHz, a cavitiy relaxation rate κa/2π = 0.01 kHz,
and a cat size αc =

√
2. The snap shots are chosen at multiples of the micromotion period TM = 8π/χ = 2 µs.

Appendix E: Hamiltonian Engineering for Two
Coupled Cavities

Consider two cavity modes â and b̂ dispersively coupled
to two ancilla qubits σ̂a and σ̂b respectively, and to an-
other qubit σ̂c jointly with a dispersive shift χc, assumed

to be equal for both modes,

Ĥ0 = ~ωaâ†â+ ~ωq,a |ea〉 〈ea| − ~χaâ†â |ea〉 〈ea|
+ ~ωbb̂†b̂+ ~ωq,b |eb〉 〈eb| − ~χbb̂†b̂ |eb〉 〈eb|
+ ~ωq,c |ec〉 〈ec| − ~χc(â†â+ b̂†b̂) |ec〉 〈ec| . (E1)

We can add a drive term

Ĥd(t) = ~Ωa(t)σ̂a− + ~Ω∗a(t)σ̂a+ + ~Ωb(t)σ̂
b
−

+ ~Ω∗b(t)σ̂
b
+ + ~Ωc(t)σ̂

c
− + ~Ω∗c(t)σ̂

c
+ (E2)
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FIG. 9. Cat state fidelity during the Kerr cancellation op-
eration by (a) abruptly turning on the PND drive and (b)
smoothly turning on and off the PND drive as describe in
Eq. (10) and (11). The cat fidelity as a function of time is
shown in blue (without ancilla qubit relaxation) and red (with
ancilla qubit relaxation) curves. The ramping function λ(t) in
presented as the filled orange curve. Here we use parameters
shown in table VII, and assume Γq/2π = 3 kHz, αc =

√
2,

and Ts = 2.5 µs. At the end of the operation, the final cat
fidelity is 99.180% for the abrupt drive and 99.184% for the
smooth drive. The additional infidelity induced by ancilla re-
laxation is 2.568% for the abrupt drive and 2.276% for the
smooth drive.
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FIG. 10. Micromotion of the cat state infidelity under PND
Kerr cancellation. In this table of plots we show the infidelity
(y-axis, %) of a cat state (cat size αc =

√
2) as a function

of time (x-axis, µs) with varying sets of parameters χ, {Ω},
and {δ}. The insets indicate the corresponding cavity self-
Kerr value with K/2π = 3 kHz. Here we assume abrupt PND
drive, and χ0, {Ω0}, and {δ0} are the parameters in table VII.
One can clearly infer that the micromotion amplitude scales
as |Ω2/χ2| and that the micromotion period is TM = 8π/χ as
predicted.
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(a) Infidelity induced by qubit relaxation
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FIG. 11. Cat infidelity induced by ancilla qubit errors during
PND Kerr cancellation. (a) Cat infidelity at time t = 12 µs
induced by qubit relaxation at a rate Γq/2π = 3kHz. The left
panel has a fixed Ω = Ω0 with varying χ, and the right panel
has a fixed χ = χ0 with varying Ω. (a) Cat infidelity at time
t = 12 µs induced by qubit dephasing at a rate Γφ/2π = 3kHz.
The left panel has a fixed Ω = Ω0 with varying χ, and the
right panel has a fixed χ = χ0 with varying Ω. χ0, {Ω0},
and {δ0} are the parameters in table VII. Here we assume
abrupt PND drive, K/2π = (Ω2χ0/Ω

2
0χ)3 kHz, and a cat size

αc =
√

2.

with Ωa(t) =
∑
ma

Ωmae
i(ωq,a−maχa+δma )t,

Ωb(t) =
∑
mb

Ωmbe
i(ωq,b−mbχb+δmb )t, and Ωc(t) =∑

mc
Ωmce

i(ωq,c−mcχc+δmc )t to engineer Hamiltonian for

the two coupled cavities, assuming |Ωmi | � χi, |δmi |,
i = a, b, c. Specifically, the effective Hamiltonian will be

of the form Ĥeff = Ĥ
(a)
eff + Ĥ

(b)
eff + Ĥ

(c)
eff with second order

terms

Ĥ
(a,2)
eff = −

∑
ma

∑
na

~|Ωma |2 |na〉 〈na|
(na −ma)χa + δma

σ̂az , (E3)

Ĥ
(b,2)
eff = −

∑
mb

∑
nb

~|Ωmb |2 |nb〉 〈nb|
(nb −mb)χb + δmb

σ̂bz, (E4)

Ĥ
(c,2)
eff = −

∑
mc

∑
na

∑
nb

~|Ωmc |2 |na, nb〉 〈na, nb|
(na + nb −mc)χc + δmc

σ̂cz.

(E5)
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The fourth order terms can be found as in section I. The
engineered Hamiltonian is

ĤE = 〈gagbgc| Ĥeff |gagbgc〉 =
∑
na,nb

~Enanb |nanb〉 〈nanb|

=
∑
na,nb

~(Ec,na+nb + Ea,na + Eb,nb) |nanb〉 〈nanb|

≈
∑
ma

∑
na

~|Ωma |2 |na〉 〈na|
(na −ma)χa + δma

+
∑
mb

∑
nb

~|Ωmb |2 |nb〉 〈nb|
(nb −mb)χb + δmb

+
∑
mc

∑
na

∑
nb

~|Ωmc |2 |na, nb〉 〈na, nb|
(na + nb −mc)χc + δmc

. (E6)

1. Error-transparent controlled-Z-rotation

The form of the engineered Hamiltonian does not have
the full degree of freedom to create arbitrary struc-
ture of Enanb but is enough to design error-transparent
controlled-rotation along the Z axis for implementing
CPHASE gate on rotational-symmetric bosonic codes.
Specifically, by solving for target frequency shifts

ET,na =


gcR/4 na mod (2dna) = 0, 2dna − 1,

· · · , dna + 1

−gcR/4 na mod (2dna) = dna , dna − 1,

· · · , 1

,

which takes

{I, â, · · · âdna−1} |0a〉L → e−igcRt/4{I, â, · · · âdna−1} |0a〉L ,
{I, â, · · · âdna−1} |1a〉L → eigcRt/4{I, â, · · · âdna−1} |1a〉L ,

(E7)

ET,nb =


gcR/4 nb mod (2dnb) = 0, 2dnb − 1,

· · · , dnb + 1

−gcR/4 na mod (2dnb) = dnb , dnb − 1,

· · · , 1

,

which takes

{I, b̂, · · · b̂dnb−1} |0b〉L → e−igcRt/4{I, b̂, · · · b̂dnb−1} |0b〉L ,
{I, b̂, · · · b̂dnb−1} |1b〉L → eigcRt/4{I, b̂, · · · b̂dnb−1} |1b〉L ,

(E8)

and

ET,na+nb =


−gcR/2 na + nb mod (dna + dnb)

= 0, dna + dnb − 1, · · ·
, dna + dnb − dn + 1

0 otherwise

,

which takes

{I, âla b̂lb} |0a0b〉L → eigcRt/2{I, âla b̂lb} |0a0b〉L ,
{I, âla b̂lb} |0a1b〉L → {I, âla b̂lb} |0a1b〉L ,
{I, âla b̂lb} |1a0b〉L → {I, âla b̂lb} |1a0b〉L ,
{I, âla b̂lb} |1a1b〉L → eigcRt/2{I, âla b̂lb} |1a1b〉L , (E9)

for la = 0, 1, · · · , dn − 1 and lb = 0, 1, · · · , dn − 1 − la.
Within a total number distance dn=min(dna , dnb), the
overall Hamiltonian should accumulate the same phase
for |1a1b〉L and its error states while keeping |0a0b〉L,
|0a1b〉L, |1a0b〉L and their error states unchanged.

Appendix F: Optimized PND Parameters

In this section we show tables of optimized PND
Hamiltonian engineering parameters that minimizes∑
n pn,e. All the engineered frequency shifts are subject

to a Fourier transformation precision of ±0.5 kHz. Here
we show optimized parameters with real Ωm’s. We can
also relax the condition and solve for complex values of
Ωm’s, which give rise to similar performance.

TABLE I. Three-Photon Interaction: χ/2π = 2.56 MHz, K3/2π = 0.5 kHz (FIG. 2(a) red)

photon number n=0 n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5 n=6
ET,n/2π (kHz) 0 0 0 3 12 30 60
En/2π (kHz) 0 0 0 3 12 30 60

δn/χ 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/4 1/2
Ωn/χ 0.0946 0.0694 0.0637 0.0640 0.0661 0.0704 0.0859
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TABLE II. Three-Photon Interaction: χ/2π = 2.56 MHz, K3/2π = 1 kHz (FIG. 2(a) blue)

photon number n=0 n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5 n=6
target ET,n/2π (kHz) 0 0 0 6 24 60 120

engineered En/2π (kHz) 0 0 -1 8 25 61 122
δn/χ 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/4 1/2 1/2
Ωn/χ 0.1422 0.1025 0.0935 0.0917 0.0995 0.1337 0.1172

TABLE III. Parity-Dependent Energy: χ/2π = 2.56 MHz, P = 20 kHz (FIG. 2(b) red)

photon number n=0 n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5 n=6
target ET,n/2π (kHz) -20 20 -20 20 -20 20 -20

engineered En/2π (kHz) -20 20 -20 20 -20 20 -20
δn/χ -1/4 1/4 -1/2 1/4 -1/4 1/4 -1/2
Ωn/χ 0.00682 0.0568 0.0553 0.0349 0.0427 0.0427 0.0786

TABLE IV. Parity-Dependent Energy: χ/2π = 2.56 MHz, P = 40 kHz (FIG. 2(b) blue)

photon number n=0 n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5 n=6
target ET,n/2π (kHz) -40 40 -40 40 -40 40 -40

engineered En/2π (kHz) -40.5 40.5 -40.5 40.5 -40.5 40.5 -40.5
δn/χ -1/2 1/4 -1/2 1/4 -1/4 1/2 -1/4
Ωn/χ 0.0232 0.0799 0.0826 0.0463 0.0469 0.0820 0.0816

TABLE V. Error-Transparent Z-rotation: χ/2π = 2.56 MHz, gR/2π = 20 kHz, dn=2 (FIG. 2(c) red, FIG. 2(d))

photon number n=0 n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5 n=6
target ET,n/2π (kHz) 20 -20 -20 20 20 -20 -20

engineered En/2π (kHz) 20 -20 -20 20 20 -20 -20
δn/χ 1/2 -1/2 -1/2 1/4 1/2 -1/4 -1/2
Ωn/χ 0.0862 0.0531 0.0753 0.0240 0.0554 0.0489 0.0893

TABLE VI. Error-Transparent Z-rotation: χ/2π = 2.56 MHz, gR/2π = 40 kHz, dn=2 (FIG. 2(c) blue)

photon number n=0 n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5 n=6
target ET,n/2π (kHz) 40 -40 -40 40 40 -40 -40

engineered En/2π (kHz) 40 -41 -41 40 40 -41 -40
δn/χ 1/2 -1/4 -1/2 1/4 1/4 -1/4 -1/2
Ωn/χ 0.1166 0.0600 -0.0961 0.0308 0.0629 0.0678 0.1214

TABLE VII. Kerr Cancellation: χ/2π = 2 MHz, K/2π = 3 kHz, χ′/2π = 6 kHz (FIG. 5(b-c))

photon number n=0 n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5 n=6
ET,n/2π (kHz) 0 0 3 9 18 30 45
En/2π (kHz) 0 0 3 9 18 30.25 46.25

δn/χ 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/4 1/4
Ωn/χ 0.0883 0.0658 0.0635 0.0639 0.0620 0.0534 0.0606

TABLE VIII. Error-Transparent Z-rotation with Kerr Cancellation: χ/2π = 2 MHz, gR = 20 kHz, K/2π = 3 kHz, χ′/2π = 6
kHz

photon number n=0 n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5 n=6
ET,n/2π (kHz) 20 -20 -17 29 38 10 25
En/2π (kHz) 20 -20 -17 29 38 9 24

δn/χ 1/2 - 1/2 -1/4 1/2 1/4 1/2 1/2
Ωn/χ 0.0949 0.0659 0.0344 0.0838 0.0588 0.0257 0.0527
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TABLE IX. Error-Transparent Controlled-Rotation (drives on qubit σ̂a): χa/2π = 2.56 MHz

photon number na=0 na=1 na=2 na=3 na=4
ET,na/2π (kHz) 5 -5 -5 5 5
Ea,na/2π (kHz) 5 -5 -5 5 5

δna/χ 1/2 -1/4 -1/2 -1/2 -1/2
Ωna/χ 0.0393 0.0212 0.0365 0.0243 0.0175

TABLE X. Error-Transparent Controlled-Rotation (drives on qubit σ̂b): χb/2π = 2.56 MHz

photon number nb nb=0 nb=1 nb=2 nb=3 nb=4
ET,nb/2π (kHz) 5 -5 -5 5 5
Eb,nb/2π (kHz) 5 -5 -5 5 5

δnb/χ 1/2 -1/4 -1/2 -1/2 -1/2
Ωnb/χ 0.0393 0.0212 0.0365 0.0243 0.0175

TABLE XI. Error-Transparent Controlled-Rotation (drives on qubit σ̂c): χc/2π = 2.56 MHz

photon number nc = na + nb nc=0 nc=1 nc=2 nc=3 nc=4 nc=5 nc=6 nc=7 nc=8
ET,nb/2π (kHz) -10 0 0 -10 -10 0 0 -10 -10
Eb,nb/2π (kHz) -10 0 0 -10 -10 0 0 -10 -10

δnb/χ -1/2 1/4 1/2 -1/4 -1/2 -1/4 -1/4 -1/2 -1/2
Ωnb/χ 0.0280 0.0197 0.0268 0.0245 0.0421 0.0257 0.00486 0.0379 0.0633
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